
Click�’ READ Phonics - Frequently Asked Questions 

  

What does it cost and when does my subscription to ClickN' READ Phonics expire? 

 

Home Accounts are a lifetime subscription for a one time payment. For your one-time payment, you may 

use the program for as many years as you desire and you may run each lesson as many times as you like. When 

a child completes the entire program you may also delete that child from the program and add back a next child 

that may then complete the entire program again. Your subscription remains active until you request removal.  

 

When you and all of your children are completely done with the program you may transfer the subscription to 

anyone you wish to give it to. They can then use the program for as many years as they wish to use it. There is 

NO additional charge to transfer a subscription.   

What is the refund and satisfaction guarantee policy?  

 

The only reading program to offer an unlimited time satisfaction guarantee. Complete all 100 ClickN' 

READ Phonics lessons in numerical order and if you are not satisfied that you or your child has learned to read, 

we will refund your money. You must be sure to not delete the student from the program so that we can see the 

lesson report data. This guarantee applies to anyone who has purchased ClickN' READ Phonics and also 

applies to children with learning disabilities and adults! NO TIME LIMIT! 

 

We also offer a 60 Day �o Questions Asked refund. Should you ask for a refund within 60 days of your 

purchase we will not ask questions! Simply send us an email for an immediate refund of 100% of all payments 

made, regardless of how many lessons you have completed.  

 

We have never received a refund request from a school and we have never declined a refund request from a 

home customer.  

What will ClickN' READ Phonics teach my child? 

From basic letter sounds to complex reading exercises, ClickN' READ is a complete K - Grade 3 phonics 

curriculum. We teach Letter sounds; Beginning, middle and ending letter sounds in words; Word blending; 

Sight words; Spelling sight words; Word families; Word endings, Silent E Rule; Spelling silent E words; 

Making sentences; Sentence Dictation, Prefixes; Suffixes; Story reading; Letter sound review; Word 

recognition review. ClickN' READ Phonics also reinforces listening skills and teaches basic keyboarding and 

mouse computing skills. 

What ages is ClickN' READ Phonics designed for? 

From a child as young as 3 years old who can comfortably operate a mouse to adults learning to read English as 

a second language. Our school and home customers have proven that the program is effective not only for first 

time readers but with failing readers and children with a wide range of learning disabilities.  

Can children with reading problems benefit from ClickN' READ Phonics? 

ClickN' READ Phonics has shown success with ESL students, autism and dyslexia, those with cochlear 

implants as well as other learning disabilities. Older students who are not at grade level should also use ClickN' 

READ Phonics. 

 

 



Can we repeat lessons? 

Of course! You may run each lesson as many times as desired. Children should repeat a lesson until they have 

mastered that lesson before moving on to the next lesson. We also provide a Lesson Preview area so that 

parents may review a lesson without affecting the child's report data already recorded. 

How long does each ClickN' READ Phonics lessons run? 

The lessons are designed to work within the average attention span of young children. Each lesson takes 

approximately 20-30 minutes with review exercises in each lesson to help ensure mastery of the skills being 

taught.  

Does ClickN' READ Phonics come with any workbooks or other tools? 

With the comprehensive nature of our program and the flexibility of online delivery, all of the features of 

flashcards or workbook based phonics products are built into our program. The 459 sentences that make up the 

short stories built into the lessons are the equivalent of a small library of children's story books!  

Are there practice review exercises? 

Yes! Each lesson has a fun and challenging review module called "The Speed Chamber." Here, every letter 

sound and every word taught in the lessons are reviewed and tracked to determine mastery levels. Also 

provided are printable copies of all short stories and individual words that appear within the lessons so that 

children may further practice their reading skills offline. 

Are there progress reports? 

Yes. Unlike most other reading programs, we record every single click your child enters the entire time the 

program is used. This data is then used for both Individual Lesson and Cumulative Results Over Time Reports. 

Our reports offer pinpoint accuracy down to a letter sound where extra instruction or review may be needed. A 

Usage Report is also provided for school accounts for comprehensive details of district wide usage. Reports are 

generated after each use and stored for easy access any time from any Internet connected computer. No need to 

print or hit save. Reports are always there to view. 

What is the research or science behind the ClickN' READ Phonics program? 

Dr. Nelson spent years researching and refining his powerful reading instruction methodologies and 

instructional design that resulted in the most powerful phonics teaching tool in existence, ClickN' READ 

Phonics. 

 

ClickN' READ Phonics scientifically-based curriculum is derived by Dr. Nelson from the research literature on 

effective reading instruction summarized by the National Reading Panel. Curriculums not based on the 

National Reading Panel are not considered credible curriculums by teachers and schools.  

What are the system requirements to use ClickN' READ Phonics? 

Windows Systems: 98, 2000, NT4, ME, XP 

MAC Systems: OS 8.6 to 9.x, OSX 10.x 

Audio Speakers or headphones. 

Dial up modem or high speed internet connection.  

Internet Explorer, Netscape Navigator, Safari, AOL or Mozilla Firefox browsers. 

Macromedia Flash Player version 7 or higher (standard and free browser plugin)  

What is the delivery time for the product after I purchase it? 

The Co-op will activate your subscription and have access links ready for you within 10 days of the closing of 

the Group Buy.  Your access links will be available to you in your MY SUBSCRIPTION area when you login 

at the Co-op website with your member email address and password. 



Is ClickN' READ Phonics available in stores or on CD ROM?  

No. ClickN' READ Phonics is not available in stores and will never be available on CD-ROM.  

What is the difference between the home and school account types? 

The content of the 100 reading lessons are identical for both home and school accounts. School accounts have 

additional user set up features that allow easy management of separate teacher accounts and organization of 

students to teachers. 

 

The Co-op has chosen to offer home accounts for Co-op members, as the LIFETIME subscription is not 

applicable to a school account. 

Can ClickN' READ Phonics be used on more than one computer? 

Yes! With ultimate flexibility in mind, online delivery affords the luxury of accessing the program anytime 

anywhere from any computer with internet access. Whether on vacation or at a relative’s home!  

Can more than one user share the same ClickN' READ Phonics subscription? 

A subscription is needed for each user. However, when a child finishes all 100 lessons the first child may be 

deleted and a second child may be added back to again use the program. The program records every single 

mouse click and keyboard entry that your child enters while running all of the 100 lessons. This data is then 

used to create ongoing comprehensive reports.  

How is ClickN' READ Phonics different from other reading programs? 

ClickN' READ Phonics has redefined computer based instruction and has set new standards that are too many 

to list here on the FAQ page. Please scroll to read a detailed comparison of ClickN' READ Phonics to all other 

available phonics programs. 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ClickN' READ Phonics - Latest Technology  Other Programs - Inferior Technology  

  
  

Learning to read program that closely matches live reading tutor instruction. 

Our learning to read program instructor speaks to the child 

exactly like an expert reading tutor would in a classroom 

instructional environment. 

Your child is taught by an expert reading tutor because Dr. 

Nelson wrote every word the onscreen instructor says. 

Your child learns perfect English pronunciation because our 

learning to read program instructor speaks perfect English. 

Most learning to read programs do not simulate live tutor 

instruction and book, flash card and other educational toys cannot 

directly instruct the child.  

Other learning to read programs have cartoon characters but they 

do not teach like an expert reading tutor. 

Other learning to read program cartoon characters speak in silly 

cartoon voices teaching children incorrect pronunciation.  
 

Learning to read program that teaches the entire kindergarten to 3rd grade phonics curriculum. 

Your child will learn the entire kindergarten to 3rd grade phonics 

curriculum with our learning to read program. 

Our learning to read program is based on the National Reading 

Panel research, the only research considered credible by teachers 

and schools.  

Few, if any other learning to read programs teach the entire 

phonics curriculum. 

Other learning to read programs claim to be "research based", 

but most are not based on the National Reading Panel research. 

 

Learning to read program that is the fastest and most convenient way for a child to learn on their own. 

It's just ready to go! Our learning to read program is used with a 

simply login ID on our website. 

Your child can use our learning to read program at home, while 

visiting Grandparents or while traveling on vacation! 

It's all online and you can log in from anywhere. 

No waiting for shipping. Complete your purchase and login 

immediately to use the phonics program. 

There is no software to install or pieces to lose. 

Other learning to read programs require confusing product 

installation or time intensive product downloads.  

Other learning to read programs can only be used on the 

one computer where it is installed.  

Must wait weeks after purchase to receive the product. 

Other learning to read products contain numerous items that 

can get lost or broken. 

 

Interactive learning to read program where children demonstrate learned skills. 

Your child experiences the joy of self achievement using a 

learning to read program where answers are learned and not just 

given away by the program. 

Your child enjoys the challenge of responding correctly to move 

forward within a lesson and the program patiently re-teaches until 

the correct response in learned. 

Reports are always an accurate assessment of what the child has 

learned. 

Other learning to read programs give away the answer 

when the child responds incorrectly. 

Child is able to advance through the lessons without 

demonstrating that they have learned the skills taught. 

Reports are rendered worthless because you have no idea 

if the child was guessing until the program gives them the 

answer or if they learned the correct responses. 

 

Learning to read program that is great fun and so easy your child can do it all by themselves. 

Daily instruction is as simple as the child completing a lesson 

and the parent reviewing the report. 

Your child can use it on their own with minimal supervision 

further building your child's confidence through self achievement. 

Products require parent to first learn how to use it before the 

child can begin learning. 

Products require constant parental interaction for the child to be 

able to learn using the product. 
 

 


